
Q1) a) Give one word for any five of the following: [5]
i) A written statement given on oath

ii) A settlement of disputes by both parties

iii) Period of ten years

iv) A place where one lives permanently

v) Not able to read and write

vi) Something against law

vii) Exclusive possession of trade in something

b) Explain the meaning and frame the sentences any five of the following
pair of words. [5]
i) mod/mode

ii) miner/minor

iii) idle/idol/ideal

iv) park /perk

v) pray/prey

vi) roll/role

vii) wander/wonder
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Q2) a) Write a brief on the case given below: [6]
Mr. Subhash Kore took a flat on rent in Mumbai, where he lived with his
family. Mr. Arun Patil was his landlord who stayed on the 1st floor and
gave the 2nd floor on rent to Subhash. Mr. Arun Patil made an agreement
for 11 months with Subhash regarding renting the flat and handing over
the premises to him on 20,000/-per month. Things were going fine until
arrival of pandemic situation when Subhash lost his job. Therefore, the
rent of the property remained unpaid for 8 months consecutively.
Mr. Arun Patil made repeated requests to Subhash to pay the rent.
However, every time Subhash gave an excuse. After the completion of
agreement period, Mr. Arun Patil asked Subhash to leave the premises
within 1 month but Subhash denied paying the rent and vacating the flat.
Write a brief on the case.

b) Explain the fallacies any two of the following: [4]
i) When did you stop telling lies?

ii) When I was driving to office a black cat crossed my path so my
important meeting with the client got cancelled.

iii) it is a Chinese restaurant.

iv) All the players of Indian football team are very good. Therefore,
Indian football team is very good.

v) The parliament is supreme. So, every Member of Parliament is
supreme.

c) Draft report any one of the following: [10]
i) Tree plantation drive in your college.

ii) Draft a news report of an accident.

iii) A report on proceedings of a meeting of cultural committee regarding
organization of traditional day in your college.

Q3) a) Explain any two of the legal maxims : [6]
i) Volunti non fit injuria.

ii) Actori Incumbit Onus Probandi.

iii) Donatio mortis causa.
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b) Give the meaning and sentences of the following Latin phrases: (Any 2) [4]
i) Accessory
ii) Burglary
iii) Ab initio
iv) Ipso Facto

c) Use the idiomatic phrases in your own sentences: [5]
i) set up
ii) to give vent to
iii) Cry against
iv) pros and cons
v) come off with flying colours
vi) hard and fast
vii) At stake
viii) think over

Q4) a) Transcribe any five of the following words: [5]
i) Mother
ii) Judge
iii) Heir
iv) Petition
v) Punishment
vi) Pack
vii) Girl

b) Transcribe and find out strong form and weak forms of the following
words (Any 5) [5]
i) them
ii) should
iii) and
iv) that
v) we
vi) can
vii) the
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c) Explain the meaning of any five of the following affixes and give two
examples of each: [5]
i) extra_____
ii) un_____
iii) anti_____
iv) trans_____
v) _____less
vi) _____wise
vii) _____ful

Q5) Write an essay of about 250 words any one of the following: [10]
a) Cyber Crime
b) Lok Adalat
c) Capital punishment
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